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During the last century, economic and social crises have been increasingly cushioned and 

compensated by welfare institutions, either public or private (which means mainly family- and 

community-based). With the end of the ’900, however, many doubts have arisen concerning the 

capacity of western welfare systems seemed to curb the rising tide of inequality affecting post-

industrial nations.  

While so many social scientists stubbornly persisted in magnifying “post-modernity” and 

reflexive/liquid forms of modernization, welcoming a new era of individualization and 

consumerisms, old and new economic and social cleavages produced a notable increase in 

inequalities in Western societies. For many western countries, it seems that the “golden age” of 

increasing social rights, growing wealth, diffused income and occupational security has come to an 

end. Insecurity, originally presented mainly as a matter of uncertainty about levels of consumption 

(and consumerism), has nowadays become a stable feature of precarious life courses, and the 

intergenerational transmission of inequality has become stronger, even as societies get wealthier. 

Poverty, social exclusion, occupational instability, unemployment have become common 

experiences for many individuals in Oecd countries, often repeated and prolonged along their entire 

life courses. Labour market dualization has been identified as among the main drivers of such 

inequality trends - flanked by the (often underrated) persistency of the “classical” dynamics of 

social stratification.  

Dualization (an increasing separation between insiders and outsiders) has become an influential 

feature of most Oecd economies since the 1980s. While a politically significant portion of insiders 

enjoys steadily high levels of employment protection, life-course security and wealth, an increasing 

group of outsiders are unemployed or in precarious employment, along their entire life cycles. As 

stressed by a growing amount of literature (Rueda, Emmenegger, Palier, Bertola among the many) 

dualization has become a generational issue in western countries, both with regard to labor market 

chances and opportunities and with regard to economic and wealth perspectives. This kind of 

inequality mechanism displays its social stratification capacity more and more along individual life 

courses dividing genders, generations and cohorts between winners and losers, often in interaction 

with demographic changes and trends. However, without the support of insiders, whose 

vulnerability to unemployment and insecurity is low even during a crisis, governments have few 

incentives to invest social policies able to reduce or eliminate inequality trends. 

 

The increasing dualization of industrialized democracies 

There are several ways of thinking about dualization in industrialized democracies, putting 

emphasis on factors such as employment access and occupational status, work-quality and related 

employment security, wage dynamics and inequalities, gender and cohorts differentials in 

opportunities and rewards, access to educational prospects as well as to welfare benefits and 

protection, social citizenship, political representation, etc.  

An insider-outsider divide is rising in Oecd countries, mainly originated in individuals’ increasing 

vulnerability in the labor market. Insiders may be identified with categories/workers with highly 

protected work careers, while outsiders are those mainly segregated in secondary, precarious labor 

markets, exposed to either unemployment or jobs characterized by low levels of protection and 

employment rights, poor salaries, and precarious levels of benefits and social security.  



Recent work in comparative social sciences (political economy, sociology, demography, 

economics) has identified the increasing political and socioeconomic relevance of the distinction 

between insiders and outsiders. More in detail, we propose to consider the social stratification of 

inequality as a dynamic of stratified chances of having a coordinated and structurally consistent 

work-life trajectory, well integrated with personal economic well-being and family construction.  

The focus of the proposed Session is to identify the many connections between labor market and 

societal dualization, the provision of protection and insurance through the welfare (both public and 

‘private’ welfare) and the possibility left to individuals to develop and progressively complete the 

construction of a life course trajectory enriching not just single actors and families but the whole 

society, thus reducing social inequality not only in outcomes but also/mainly in initial opportunity 

structures and levels. 

We welcome robust theory-driven, research-based papers (both in English and Italian) that 

illustrate the roots and the possible consequences of such dualization process, their differences 

among various countries, the way in which institutional contexts/production or welfare regimes 

structure such differences, as well as what social classes, generations, cohorts, social groups, 

genders or ethnic groups are exacted the highest price from the dualization process. 

 


